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OBJECTIVE:

To help your children better understand the feelings of stress,

worry, and anxiety and learn how to manage them in healthy

and productive ways.

FOR THE PARENTS:

People often use the words stress, worry, and anxiety

interchangeably. These emotions can often be overwhelming

for children, teens, and even adults. Learning how to cope with

such feelings in a positive way will help your child both now

and throughout their life. 
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Take the time to review the concepts of this lesson before

teaching them to your children. Most of the them will be very

familiar to you, but there may be some new ideas presented

that you will want to consider and familiarize yourself with

before teaching them to your family. Hopefully you will find

that these principles benefit you as well as your children.

 

There is a lot of material here, so you may want to pick and

choose the elements you want to use or split it into multiple

lessons. It's up to you!
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RELEVANT SCRIPTURES
PROVERBS 3:5

PSALMS 37:3-5,7

PROVERBS 16:20

ALMA 36:3

D&C 6:34,36

D&C 101:16
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INTRODUCTION

Explain to your kids that Heavenly Father created us to

have a wide range of emotions and feelings. We learn in

the scriptures that there is opposition in all things (2 Ne

2:11). In order for us to have pleasant feelings, we must

also have unpleasant feelings. 

Print out enough copies of page 5 for every member of the family

Print and cut out the quotes on page 7

Print at least one copy of the worksheet at the end of the lesson

Have a pencil or pen for each person to use during the lesson

PREPARATION
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Tell your family that it is part of God's plan for us to

experience all kinds of different emotions. Having

unpleasant or “negative” emotions is totally normal and

just part of being a human. Learning how to handle our

negative emotions in a healthy way can make a big

difference in how we experience and enjoy our life.

WHERE EMOTIONS COME FROM

Explain to your family that our feelings come from the

thoughts we have about what is happening around us.

Feelings are not an automatic response-they are always

proceeded by a thought. 

As a family, make a list of both positive and negative

emotions that you experience on a regular basis. 

 

Ask your children what their favorite emotion is. 

What is something that makes them feel that way? 

What is one of their least favorite emotions? 

What is something that makes them feel that way?

EXERCISE
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Draw a line matching the thought to the feeling it might

create.
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ACTIVITY

I am just no good at math.

THOUGHT FEELING

I know I can improve my

grade in math if I try.

Discouraged

Determined

There is a math test coming

up and I know I am going to

fail it.

Worried

There is a math test coming

up and I am well prepared.

Peaceful

I have so much math

homework to do—I will never

be able to finish it all.

Overwhelmed
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The feelings of stress, worry, and anxiety are all rooted in

fear. We are afraid of something that may or may not

happen in the future and it causes us to feel stress, worry, or

anxiety in the present. The scriptures teach us not to fear but

to have faith. 
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THE EMOTION OF FEAR

DISCUSSION

Has worrying ever stopped something

bad from happening to you?

(If they answer yes, help them see that it

was the action they took, not the worrying

that helped prevent a negative outcome.)

In what ways is worrying more harmful

than helpful?

Sometimes we mistakenly believe that worrying about

something will help prevent it from happening.

THE TRUTH ABOUT WORRY

D&C 6:36 "Look unto me in every thought; doubt not, fear not."

How does looking to the Savior help us not to fear?

What can we do to "look unto" Christ?
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Cut out the following quotes and proverbs and give one to

each person in your family. Ask them to read them to

themselves and be prepared to share with the rest of the

family what their quote means and why it matters.
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ACTIVITY

Worry gives small things

a big shadow

Action is worry's worst 

enemy

"Worrying means you suffer

twice." -Newt Scamander

Worrying is like a rocking

chair. It will give you

something to do, but it won't

get you anywhere.

"Worry never robs tomorrow

of its sorrow, it only saps

today of its joy." 

-Leo Buscaglia

"Don't tell me that worry

doesn't do any good. I know

better. The things I worry

about don't happen."

-Anonymous

"Don't spend time worrying

about what may never

happen. Only let something

ruin your life when it ruins

your life, and not a minute

before." -Joey Mascio

Worry is a downpayment on a

problem you may never have
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Have each member of the family commit to trying one of the

following strategies for managing their worries this week.
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STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING WORRY

Strategy #1
Pray over your worries. Let God know what you are worried

about and what you need help with. Then imagine yourself

putting all of your worries into a box, closing the lid and

handing it over to Heavenly Father. 

(If you want you can even use a real box, write your worries

down on a piece of paper, and put them in the box.)

At that point, agree that you will no longer worry about those

things. Continue to work towards a solution, if 

possible, but decide that you will trust God. 

Believe that when you have done your best,

He will take care of the rest.

Strategy #2
When you come across a situation you feel worried about fill

out the "Conquering Worry, Stress, and Anxiety" worksheet

included at the end of this lesson.

Strategy #3
Come up with your own strategy to help you manage the

worry you are feeling around a certain situation.
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Bear your testimony that God knows our challenges and

wants what's best for us. He has created our bodies to feel

and handle a wide range of emotions. He will help us

overcome our fear and manage the stress and anxiety in our

life as we do our best and turn to Him. He wants us to be

successful.

 

Let your children know that you are there to help them with

the things they are worried about as well. 
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CONCLUSION

Free Coaching Session

www.firmlyfounded.com/work-with-us

Want to get some one-on-one coaching to help you
or your teen apply the principals taught in this

lesson? Book a free coaching session now!
Manage your mind, unleash your life.

http://www.firmlyfounded.com/work-with-us



